James D. Autio artworks

_Beshwaji’awesiinh, 2017, acrylic on particle board_
Disturbed Animal Series: The Shmioux, 2014, charcoal and pastel on Cub Foods bags
Disturbed Animal Series: Ma’iingan, 2013, charcoal, chalk, acrylic, and gesso on Cub Foods bags
Juicy Fruit, 2015, charcoal and gesso on Cub Foods bags
Disturbed Animal Series: Waabooz, 2013, charcoal and gesso on Cub Foods bags
Ganawaabi / She Watches, 2017, ink and gesso on paper
Disturbed Animal Series: Waabooz Ikwe, 2016, charcoal and gesso on Cub Foods bags
You Are Not Alone, 2017, ink and charcoal on Cub Foods bags